The coupling between the solid earth and its atmosphere is responsible for vertically propagating infrasonic waves generated by seismic surface waves. These pressure waves are amplified as they propagate upward, and produce perturbations of ionospheric electron density. The electron density perturbations above California, due to the seismic surface waves generated by the Denali earthquake on 2002 November 3, have been imaged from GPS data by a tomographic method. The integrated electron content along GPS ray paths presents a noise level that is lower in the acoustic wave frequency band than in the gravity wave frequency band. Therefore, the filtered GPS data from Californian networks are inverted for a tomographic reconstruction of electron density perturbations in the acoustic frequency band. The inversion is properly resolved only in a small number of areas due to the geometry of GPS ray paths. In these areas, a wave propagating upward at 1.2 ± 0.3 km s −1 and horizontally at 4 ± 1 km s −1 is observed, with a timing consistent with an infrasonic wave generated by the path of seismic surface waves. The discrepancies between the observed electron density perturbation structure and the expected infrasonic wave can be explained by the poor resolution of the inverse problem or by a simple model of interactions between the neutral wave and the plasma. Future development of dense GPS networks and the advent of the Galileo system will overcome the resolution problems, and allow us to relate ionospheric perturbations to the seismic signal. Such a relation can be used to constrain the source and propagation of seismic waves as well as upper atmosphere characteristics.
INTROD U C T I O N
The Earth's ionosphere presents various kinds of electron density perturbations coming from above or from below. The most widely known long wavelength perturbations are the travelling ionospheric disturbances, which are associated to atmospheric internal gravity waves (Hooke 1968; Huang et al. 1998) . However, infrasonic waves could also generate ionospheric perturbations. Such effects have been observed for 40 yr due to atmospheric explosions and to postseismic atmospheric infrasounds (see Blanc 1985 , for a review). These studies have demonstrated the mechanical coupling between the solid earth, the ocean and the atmosphere. A theory has been developed in order to incorporate the radiation in the atmosphere (Lognonné et al. 1998 ) and the atmospheric attenuation by viscosity effects . This coupling can also generate gravity waves by the interaction between the ocean and the atmosphere in the case of tsunami propagation (Peltier & Hines 1976) and was confirmed recently by observations (Artru et al. 2005) . The physical mechanism producing the atmospheric infrasonic waves from seismic surface waves and their propagation are depicted in Fig. 1 . The coupling at the Earth's surface generate infrasonic and gravity waves propagating upwards, amplified by the exponential density decrease of the atmosphere (Pokhotelov et al. 1995; Artru et al. 2001) . Due to the viscosity of the atmosphere and non-adiabatic effects, these waves are attenuated (Pitteway & Hines 1963; Bass et al. 1984) . Thus, the atmosphere acts as a low pass filter allowing only infrasonic waves with frequencies smaller than 0.05 Hz to reach the altitude of the F ionospheric layer (Farges et al. 2002) . Below this frequency, the neutral waves interact with the ionosphere generating electron density perturbations.
The perturbations associated with these waves present a wide range of applications. First, these perturbations can be inverted to characterize the source of the waves. For seismic waves, the mapping of ionospheric perturbations associated to earthquakes can constrain the rupture process, or allow the reconstruction of the wavefield at the Earth's surface (Najita & Yuen 1979) , including the measurement of the horizontal velocity of seismic surface waves with a precision compatible with earth tomographic models (Ducic et al. 2003) . Moreover, by knowing the source mechanism, the atmospheric propagation of these waves can be studied to characterize the upper atmosphere and the ionosphere. For example, the study of the attenuation mechanism of these waves in the atmosphere can constrain the upper atmosphere viscosity and thermal conductivity (Artru et al. 2004) .
Due to the development of new observation systems, the study of electron density perturbations of the ionosphere has recently gained some new interest. Two main observation systems have been used to map the ionospheric perturbations. First, Doppler ionospheric sounders have proven to be very efficient at observing the ionospheric perturbations associated with earthquakes at the base of the ionosphere (Blanc 1985; Chmyrev et al. 1997; Artru et al. 2004) . Secondly, a new powerful ionospheric observation system is now given by dense networks of GPS receivers. This tool has been used to observe ionospheric perturbations associated with human explosions (Calais et al. 1998) , atmospheric gravity waves (Calais & Minster 1995) , seismic waves (Ducic et al. 2003) and tsunamis (Artru et al. 2005) . These studies have detected the ionospheric perturbations and discussed the source mechanisms and the propagation characteristics. However, these analyses are subject to an important limitation related to their ability to reconstruct the 3-D structure of the electron density perturbation from the integrated total electron content (TEC) perturbation along satellite to receiver rays (Georges & Hooke 1970) . In particular, the vertical resolution is important to separate infrasonic waves from gravity waves, the latter having a much smaller vertical velocity. The vertical resolution is also important for a better observation of seismic surface waves because the maximum of the energy spectrum will occur at decreasing frequencies with increasing altitudes.
First, the data acquisition system, the data analysis of the GPS observables to TEC and the data corrections for multipath effects are presented in the next section. Then, data filtering and the 3-D inversion method are presented. These algorithms are tested on a synthetic data set in order to investigate the intrinsic resolution of the inverse problem. The inversion process is then applied to GPS data from Californian networks in order to retrieve the structure of the ionospheric post-seismic perturbations associated with the Denali earthquake on 2002 November 3. Finally, our ability to characterize the source of the atmospheric infrasounds from these data, by taking into account the interaction between the neutral wave and the ionosphere, is discussed, as well as perspective with higher density networks at faster sampling rates, and limitations of the available 30 s sampling GPS data.
GPS DATA A N D P O S T -S E I S M I C I O N O S P H E R I C S I G N A L

GPS data and total electron content
The GPS data used in this study come from 30 s sampling rate receivers of the South Californian Integrated GPS Networks (SCIGN), the Bay Area Regional Deformation (BARD) and the International GPS Service (IGS). Although the raw 1 s sampling GPS data is demonstrated below to be much superior in quality, our main data are the only data provided freely by the GPS dense networks at 30 s sampling rate.
These dense GPS networks, shown in Fig. 2 , have been mainly developed for geodetic applications such as crustal deformation monitoring. Nevertheless, dense networks, in which the distance between GPS receivers is of the order of a few tens of kilometres, appear to be powerful observation systems for ionospheric remote sensing. By combining dual frequency GPS receiver data one can compute the slant path delay due to the TEC of the ionosphere. The GPS data, for both frequencies f 1 (1575.42 MHz) and f 2 (1227.60 MHz), are respectively, the pseudo-ranges P 1 and P 2 , and the phase measurements L 1 and L 2 . Therefore, the slant TEC, expressed in TEC units, for a receiver-satellite couple at epoch t along ray i is given by the ionospheric combination (eq. 1).
with
where λ 1 , λ 2 are the wavelength for f 1 and f 2 , respectively, e is the charge of one electron, m e is the mass of one electron and 0 is the vacuum permittivity. The coefficient K is derived from the second-order approximation of the refractive index of the ionosphere (Artru 2001) . All non-dispersive effects on pseudo-ranges and phase measurements are avoided by the geometry-free linear combinations (eq. 2) and (eq. 3) (Mannucci et al. 1999) . The averaged sum is subtracted to resolve the phase ambiguities. This data processing is biased by dispersive errors due to electronic systems. These biases are the interfrequency bias (IFB) and the transmitter group delay (TGD) for receivers and satellites, respectively (Sardon & Zarraoa 1997 −3 TEC units. So, the given L 1 and L 2 accuracy in RINEX format leads to a low effective sensitivity of GPS receivers to the slant TEC that is about 5 per cent of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the post-seismic ionospheric signal described below.
Post-seismic ionospheric signal
The Fig. 3 is presenting the slant TEC along the ray path from SBCC receiver to GPS satellite PRN08, high pass filtered above 3.3 mHz. The post-seismic ionospheric signal on this 1 s sampling GPS receiver is clearly visible around 22.8 hr GMT. Its peak-to-peak maximum amplitude is about 0.08 TEC units and its frequency content is in the range 4-15 mHz. The lowest frequency of this range is about the acoustic cut-off frequency of the atmosphere, below which acoustic waves could not propagate, and the higher frequency is explained by the atmospheric attenuation of high-frequency acoustic waves during their upward propagation (Artru et al. 2004) . Panels (a), (b) and (c) of Fig. 4 give an example of 30 s sampling TEC data filtered in the seismic frequency band between 4.3 and 5.8 mHz, for all the receivers to the satellite PRN26 during three consecutive days. The filtered TEC amplitude data are represented by a colour code as a function of time and epicentral distance of the ionospheric piercing point, which is defined by the piercing point between the receiver-satellite ray and a thin ionospheric shell at 350 km altitude. On 2002 November 3 (panel b), a ionospheric perturbation is propagating horizontally at about 3.5 km s −1 along great-circle paths passing through the epicentre, and it appears about 15 min after the arrival of seismic surface waves on the ground. This signal does not appear on the previous and following days. This perturbation has been described in detail by Ducic et al. (2003) . The peak-to-peak amplitude of this signal is six times larger than the average noise level at 2σ in this frequency band. The structure and time evolution of this ionospheric perturbation is fully compatible with a production by infrasonic waves generated by Rayleigh seismic surface waves.
Noise estimate
In the framework of the Denali earthquake study we estimate the power spectral density of the GPS observations provided by eq. (1). We used more than 70 000 time-series sampled at 30 s, which are continuous d t i of more than 100 time steps without cycle-slips, corresponding to the observations of the three following days: 2002 November 2, 3 and 4. Next, the logarithmic average of the power spectral density, and its standard deviation were computed and presented in Fig. 5 . The power spectral density highlights the difference of power between the gravity and acoustic frequencies domains. The high standard deviation value reveals the permanent disturbed state of the ionosphere due to gravity and acoustic waves generated by various sources (Blanc 1985; Calais & Haase 2003 ). Finally, the noise level in the frequency band of the expected post-seismic acoustic waves is computed. The rms noise level for the frequency band (4.3-5.8 mHz) used in the following section, is to 2 × 10 −3 TEC units and 5 × 10 −3 TEC units at one standard deviation, close to the GPS receivers accuracy.
Aliasing and multipaths effects
In addition to electronic system biases, the slant TEC GPS data are subject to two clearly identified sources of noise: the aliasing of signals at periods lower than 60 s in the 30 s sampling data, and multipath effects that are predominant are low elevation angles.
The noise coming from the aliasing of signal at periods lower than 60 s has been analysed on a data set of five GPS receivers sampled at 1 s by comparing data resampled at 30 s with and without aliasing. Two examples of such comparisons are given in Fig. 6 , where 1 s sampling slant TEC data of SBCC and DVSW GPS receivers are resampled at 30 s with and without applying an anti-aliasing filter. As seen on this figure, the peak-to-peak amplitude of the aliasing noise is highly variable from one GPS receiver to another and it is ranging from 0.01 TEC units to 0.08 TEC units. However, Fig. 7 is demonstrating that the amplitude of the post-seismic signal in the selected frequency range (4.3-5.8 mHz) is higher than the amplitude of the noise due to aliasing. Moreover, the aliasing noise is not coherent from one GPS receiver to another, and will be filtered out in the 3-D tomography inversion. Further studies will need 1 s sampling GPS data to correct for aliasing effects, or 30 s sampling GPS data already corrected for such effects.
Multipaths effects are seen in Fig. 4 in the form of 'ghosts' of ionospheric perturbations, which are characterized by daily repetition. These effects have strong amplitudes at low elevation angles, because of reflections of GPS signals on structures surrounding GPS receivers. The post-seismic ionospheric perturbation is better retrieved by TEC data at low elevation angles because of the structure of this perturbation. So, multipath effects must be corrected on filtered TEC data before inversion. In order to correct for the multipath effects, which may reach the same amplitude as expected signals, we developed a method derived from those proposed by Bock et al. (2000) and Nikolaidis et al. (2001) . Thanks to the repeatability of GPS satellite positions from one orbit to the other, the noise resulting from multipath effects is a signal at one orbit period. The orbits of GPS satellites are close to sidereal day orbits, but their periods are changing from one satellite to the other with a difference to the sidereal day period that can be as large as 80 s (Choi et al. 2004) . The orbit period repeatability allows us to estimate the multipath signal for each filtered time-series as the correlated information over a 3-day period. In fact, for the day of interest j, the corrected time-series s c j are defined by eq. (5).
The coefficients α and β are optimally computed by a least-square method, that is, minimizing s j − (αs j−1 + βs j+1 ) 2 for each time-series. Finally, in order to evaluate the multipath correction, we compute the variance reduction VR and select the corrected timeseries if variance reduction exceeds 70 per cent. This method is summarized by the following steps done for each filtered time-series:
(1) Readjusting the time-series to the orbit period by adding a time lag to s j−1 (respectively, s j+1 ) which is obtained from the maximum of cross-correlation between the time-series s j and s j−1 (respectively, s j+1 ) within a ±4 min time window around the sidereal day period, Figure 6 . High pass filtered (above 3.3 mHz) slant TEC GPS data of SBCC (a) and DVSW (b) GPS receivers looking at satellite PRN08. The 1 s sampling GPS data are resampled at 30 s without any aliasing correction (top) and with an anti-aliasing filter correction (middle). The aliasing noise is estimated by a difference between the two traces (bottom). angles that are less affected by multipath effects. Moreover, the efficiency of the method is greatly improved by using 1 s sampling GPS data with precise orbit periods (Choi et al. 2004) . The data processing and noise level estimates, presented above, provide the input and a set of parameters for the inversion described below.
INVE R S I O N
This section presents the data filtering, the model parameters, the inversion problem and its solution and finally some inversion tests on synthetic data.
GPS data and filtering
The slant TEC data extracted from the processing of GPS observables can be described by the following equation at each time step t: (F 1 < F 2 ) . The filtered signal is noted d t i . For acoustic post-seismic waves, F 2 is taken below the upper frequency of infrasonic waves imposed by the atmospheric attenuation, and F 1 is chosen close to the acoustic cut-off frequency of the atmosphere (≈3.8 mHz, Lognonné et al. 1998) .
This procedure is implemented in order to enhance the ionospheric perturbations with frequencies between F 1 and F 2 . However, because the GPS satellites are moving, the filtering effect will depend on the receiver-satellite geometry. Therefore, the apparent wave frequency of the wave will be different from one ray to another. In the worst case, a ionospheric piercing point along the receiversatellite ray at 350 km of altitude, corresponding to the average maximum of electron density, will move at about 0.5 km s −1 relative to the wave front. This information is directly extracted from the slope of GPS time-series presented in Fig. 4 . If we are dealing with ionospheric perturbations generated by Rayleigh waves, their horizontal speed is about 3.5 km s −1 . Thus, a satellite following the wave will sample an apparent frequency about 86 per cent of the wave frequency, and a satellite crossing the wave will sample a frequency about 14 per cent higher than the wave frequency. The frequency band can be enlarged in order to take into account this effect. However, this effect is responsible for an overlapping of the apparent frequency bands of acoustic and gravity waves. The data are filtered in a very narrow frequency band around 200 s period (F 1 = 4.3 mHz and F 2 = 5.8 mHz) in order to limit the contamination by gravity wave signals. Because the receiver and satellite biases variations are slow enough, their contribution in this frequency band is neglected (Sardon & Zarraoa 1997; Mannucci et al. 1999) . So, in this frequency band, eq. (6) reduces to:
where ρ(t, r) is the high-frequency perturbation of the electron density. Because this variable is a perturbation, it could be either positive or negative, and it's probability distribution is very likely Gaussian.
Model parameters and inverse problem
The eq. (7) defines the forward problem, and has been mainly inverted for 2-D ionospheric models, see Lognonné et al. (2005) for such an application. This equation can, however, be used for inverting a 3-D structure, sampled with a 3-D grid of nodes covering the ionospheric volume studied. The electron density perturbation ρ(r) is discretized in a model parametrized by the electron density perturbation at each node, and interpolated between the nodes by a function ensuring the continuity of the model at the cell boundaries. The nodes are situated on a 3-D regular grid along the latitude, longitude and radius coordinates. The grid is shown in Fig. 9 . The latitudinal, longitudinal and radial sizes of the grid cells are θ = 0.7
• , φ = 1.2
• and r = 20 km. A total number of 9702 nodes constitute the grid. Between the nodes, the electron density perturbation is interpolated in spherical coordinates by the following function (Thurber 1983) :
where ρ αβγ = ρ(θ α , φ β , r γ ) is the model parameter giving the electron density perturbation at the node, θ is the latitude, φ is the longitude, and r is the radius in the WGS84 reference frame. The function f αβγ (r) expressing the interpolation between the nodes is non-zero only for θ α−1 < θ < θ α+1 , and φ β−1 < φ < φ β+1 , and r γ −1 < r γ < r γ +1 . For clarity the three indices αβγ will be replaced by the index j in the rest of the text. So, with this parametrization, eq. (7) is reformulated as:
The inverse problem now appears as a linear problem, which can be summarized in matrix notation:
where G is a matrix of the form G i j = ray(i) f j (r) dr, in which the integral is evaluated numerically along a straight line ray connecting the receiver to the satellite. Because not all the parameters of the grid are sampled by the data, the matrix G includes a lot of zero values. In order to reduce the computation time, the matrix G is rebuilt into a new matrix including only the parameters sampled by the rays.
A priori information
The inverse problem is solved at each time step by a least-squares estimate of model parameters. The a priori model parameters are set to zero. The a priori covariance matrix of the model parameters at time step t (C t p ) is computed assuming that the electron density perturbations are proportional to the IRI2001 model at this time step (Bilitza 2001) . This strong constraint is a crude approximation of the interaction between the neutral acoustic wave and the plasma (Davies & Archambeau 1998) . But, in the absence of a proper modelling of such interactions, this hypothesis appears as the most reasonable. Therefore, each model parameter will have an a priori standard deviation of 0.1 per cent relative to the IRI2001 model. Moreover, a horizontal correlation length of 100 km is introduced between the parameters ρ j . These two a priori constraints perform a strong damping of the underdetermined inverse problem.
The a priori covariance matrix C d of the data vector d is a diagonal matrix, and for each slant TEC data, the standard deviation is set to σ i = 0.01 TEC units, corresponding to two times the noise level Figure 10 . Isosurfaces of resolution for the synthetic inversion test seen from top (on the left) and from south west (on the right). The planes delimited by yellow and red lines are the vertical cut planes used in the presentation of the results of synthetic and real data inversion, respectively. obtained in Section 2. This a priori error does not take into account possible contamination by multipath effects at low elevation angles, because these effects are supposed to be corrected by the processing in Section 2.
Least-squares inversion
The least-squares inversion at each time step is performed following the Newton method (Tarantola 1987) . The filtered data d are inverted following one of the two procedures described below. These two procedures are mathematically identical, but their computation time depends on the number of data (n) and the number of inverted parameters (m) at each time step.
The first procedure is summarized by the following formulas:
where C m is the a posteriori covariance matrix of the model parameters and R is the resolution matrix. This procedure involves the computation of the inverse of two squared matrices of size m by m. Because the a priori covariance matrix of the data vector C d is diagonal, the computation of its inverse is trivial. The second procedure is summarized by the following formulae:
This procedure implies the computation of the inverse of one squared matrix of size n by n. The computations of the inverse squared matrix and the matrix multiplications are performed by LAPACK and BLAS mathematical libraries. The computation cost of the inverse of an n by n squared matrix is proportional to n 3 8
. Therefore, if n 3 > 2m 3 the first procedure will be chosen. If not, the second procedure is applied.
Synthetic tests and tomographic resolution
The inversion method gives an estimate of the a posteriori error on the electron density model and the resolution of the inverted parameters. The inversion method has been tested on synthetic TEC data computed in a model presenting electron density perturba- Figure 11 . Comparison between the input and output models of the synthetic test. The colour scales for the input and output electron density perturbation models are on the right and on the left of the first picture, respectively. The time evolution of the ionospheric perturbation is followed from left to right and top to bottom. t0 is the entry time of the perturbation in the inverted grid, corresponding to the GPS time 22:37:00 on 2002 November 3.
tions similar to what is expected for a post-seismic ionospheric perturbation associated with Rayleigh waves. In order to represent this electron density perturbation, a Gaussian wavelet propagating horizontally at 3.5 km s −1 and vertically at 0.6 km s −1 with a dominant period of 200 s has been computed by the following formula: 
where (t, θ , r ) = ωt − k θ θ − k r r is the phase of the wave, and ρ(r) is the electron density predicted by the IRI2001 model. The first exponential term reduces the vertical extent of the wave in order to simulate the amplification factor of the infrasonic waves, which has a maximum at some altitude (r max = 300 km) and decreases on both sides of this maximum (h max = 30 km) due to amplification and attenuation effects (Pitteway & Hines 1963; Bass et al. 1984; Farges et al. 2002) . The second exponential term reduces the horizontal extent of the wave to about two wavelengths. The cosine term is the phase variation of the wave. The angular frequency is ω = • /s and V r = 0.6 km s −1 . Thus, the synthetic ionospheric perturbation is a 1 per cent perturbation propagating from north to south at the Rayleigh wave speed and from bottom to top at infrasonic wave speed. This perturbation mimics the expected post-seismic ionospheric perturbation by respecting symmetries and amplitudes, but it is not a modelling of the interactions between the neutral infrasonic wave and the ionosphere.
Synthetic TEC data have been computed by integration of the electron density perturbation along satellite to receiver rays with the actual data geometry of the Californian Continuous GPS Network on 2002 November 3. Next, these data were inverted with the inversion method described in the previous section. Fig. 10 presents isosurfaces of the resolution of the model parameters. The maximum resolution is low (≈0.15) because of the underdetermination of the inverse problem (2400 data and 7500 parameters at each time step), and the strong damping constraint imposed on the model parameters through the small apriori standard deviation (0.1 per cent of background electron density). As can be seen in the figure, the resolution is not uniform in the model space. Regions of crossing GPS rays can be resolved, whereas others not. The best-resolved regions are located between 200 and 400 km altitude, and laterally in one main region centred around 36
• latitude north and 239
• longitude east. We have chosen to present the results by vertical cuts perpendicular to the wave fronts and centred on this region. The output ionospheric perturbations presented in Fig. 11 are one order of magnitude lower than the input ones. As clearly demonstrated by Fig. 10 , this is due to the low a posteriori resolution of the parameters. In Fig. 11 , the perturbation is clearly detected, but the output model is smoothed along the vertical and horizontal directions due to the geometry of GPS rays and to the horizontal correlation length. The poor vertical resolution does not allow the recovery of the vertical wavelength of the perturbation and the altitude of the maximum of the perturbation, but the horizontal wavelength is properly recovered. The amplitude of the signal is enhanced in the regions with the best resolution; and reduced at the southern boundary due to a lack of resolution. The time evolution of the output model is in phase with the input, allowing the recovery of the propagation speed in the horizontal direction. Thus, this synthetic example demonstrates the ability of our inversion to detect small ionospheric perturbations with the correct temporal evolution and with a crude estimate of the horizontal wavelength despite an overall smoothing, particularly in the vertical direction.
POST-S E I S M I C I O N O S P H E R I C P E RT U R B AT I O N
Ionospheric perturbation associated to the Denali earthquake
A seen in Fig. 4 , the TEC data filtered between 4.3 and 5.8 mHz presents perturbations of peak-to-peak amplitudes between 0.03 and 0.06 TEC units, after the Denali earthquake. This signal is inverted following the procedure described above. The a priori constraints imposed by the covariance matrix allow us to reduce the amplitude of the output signal in the poorly determined regions and to enhance the output signal in the properly resolved areas. As shown in Fig. 12 , the variance reduction at each time step varies from 10 to 20 per cent before and after the ionospheric perturbation crossing to 60-70 per cent when the ionospheric perturbation is passing above the GPS network. The inversion results are presented in Fig. 13 on a vertical cut perpendicular to the seismic wave front. The post-seismic ionospheric wave is clearly visible in the best-resolved region. The wave propagates from north to south and from bottom to top (movie available on http://ganymede.ipgp.jussieu.fr/∼garcia). By following the maxima and minima of the wave we estimate the horizontal velocity of the wave to 4 ± 1 km s −1 , and the vertical velocity to 1.2 ± 0.3 km s −1 . These estimates are limited by the horizontal and vertical resolutions of the model grid and by the time sampling of GPS data (30 s), but they are in good agreement with a perturbation propagating horizontally at the speed of seismic surface waves and vertically at sound speed (Fig 14c from Hedin 1991) . The vertical wavelength of the wave is smoothed out by the inversion process. However, the horizontal wavelength is about 750 ± 100 km, in agreement with surface Rayleigh waves of 200 s period propagating at 4 km s −1 . The peak-to-peak amplitude of electron density perturbation is about 10 9 e/m 3 in the best-resolved regions with about 0.1 resolution. The synthetic test and the low output resolution indicate that the true electron density perturbation could be one order of magnitude higher than the output value, reaching 10 10 e/m 3 . When compared to the ionospheric model predicted by the IRI2001 model, plotted in Fig. 14 , the maximum electron density perturbation is of the order of 0.5 per cent of the background electron density. Fig. 15 presents the Rayleigh wave vertical displacement, decimated at 30 s sampling and filtered between 4.3 and 5.8 mHz, at the broad-band seismic station CMB located at 239.6
• E and 38
• N. Two wavelengths are clearly seen on the ionospheric perturbation and Figure 13 . Vertical cut of the output electron density perturbation model on a plane perpendicular to the seismic surface wave front (red plane on Fig. 7) as a function of time. This cut is seen from west-southwest. The electron density perturbation associated with infrasonic post-seismic waves is moving horizontally at ≈4 km s −1 and vertically at ≈1.2 km s −1 .
could be explained by the two wavelengths seen on the ground displacement. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the displacement source signal is ≈1 mm. Therefore, we can conclude that a Rayleigh wave seismic signal at a 200 s period with ≈1 mm peak-to-peak amplitude is able to produce a ≈0.5 per cent electron density perturbation in the ionosphere.
Discussion
The electron density perturbation associated with a Rayleigh wave can be imaged by TEC data from a dense network of continuous GPS receivers. Even if the picture is smoothed by the inversion process, the main features of the infrasound wave are retrieved in the electron density perturbation structure and evolution. The most important discrepancy between the expected infrasound wave structure and the electron density perturbation structure is the inclination of the wave front. Effectively, for an infrasound shock wave propagating at 4 km s −1 horizontally and 700 m s −1 vertically, the inclination of the wave front relative to the ground is predicted to be around 10
• . But, the inclination of the electron density perturbation wave front in Fig. 13 is about 18
• ± 3
• . This discrepancy is mainly due to the lack of vertical resolution caused by the geometry of the GPS ray sampling. However, a second explanation can be formulated in terms of plasma dynamics. As described by Hooke (1968) for gravity waves, the displacement of ions is constrained to be along magnetic field lines with a velocity proportional to the neutral wave velocity. Hooke's demonstration applies here for low-frequency acoustic waves because their spatial wavelength and frequency are close to those of gravity waves at the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, even if their horizontal speed is much higher. Above the GPS network, the horizontal projection of the dipolar magnetic field is approximately perpendicular to the Rayleigh wave front (within 18
• ), and the magnetic field inclination is about 60
• . So the combined effects of the magnetic field orientation and the increase of neutral wave velocity with altitude tend to align the wave front perpendicular to the magnetic field direction, consequently increasing its inclination.
This simple interpretation of magnetic field effects demonstrates that a full modelling of the interaction between neutrals and ions must be performed before interpreting the ionospheric electron density perturbation at these altitudes in terms of acoustic wave structure. Therefore, more studies must be performed before retrieving Rayleigh wave characteristics from GPS TEC data measurements.
CONC L U S I O N
A method of 3-D ionospheric tomography from TEC GPS measurements has been developed and applied to the detection of an ionospheric perturbation generated by seismic Rayleigh waves. The inversion presents only a small number of areas with a reasonable resolution due to crossing ray paths from different satellites to the receiver network. The inversion results in these regions show an electron density perturbation similar to what is expected for an infrasound wave generated by Rayleigh surface waves: in terms of timing, structure and temporal evolution. From this observation, we have deduced an amplitude scaling relating a 1 mm Rayleigh wave displacement at 200 s period to a 0.5 per cent electron density perturbation in the ionosphere. The discrepancies between the retrieved electron density perturbation structure and the infrasound wave are mainly related to the lack of vertical resolution of the inverse problem, but they can also be explained by the effect of the magnetic field on the movement of ions. The study of post-seismic ionospheric perturbations is justified by different potential applications to the study of the structure of the solid earth and the atmosphere. For signals retrieved above lands, the ionospheric signal above source regions can be used to infer the long-period strong motion signal that cannot be obtained from seismometers, due to their saturation, nor with accelerometers, due their short-period instrument response. For ionospheric signals above the oceans, these could be used to retrieve the long-period vibrations of the Earth where the seismometers are lacking. For this application, a specific space-borne imaging system must be developed. However, by using dense GPS networks in coastal areas, we can already image the lithospheric structure at the margins. In either case, these ionospheric perturbations are able to characterize the atmospheric properties (viscosity, winds) from the propagation of atmospheric infrasounds.
Despite their great potential, these studies must face some important technical problems. First, the low sampling rate (30 s) of GPS receivers is hiding the high-frequency atmospheric dynamics, and it is creating significant noise due to aliasing of high-frequency signals. These limitations will be overcome with the availability of high sampling rate GPS data or with 30 s data sampled after applying an anti-aliasing filter. Then, GPS TEC data inversions are facing a lack of resolution due to the low number of GPS satellites visible at the same time. This second problem will be reduced by using receivers of Global Navigation Satellite Systems combining NAVS-TAR and GLONASS systems, and will certainly be solved with the advent of the Galileo system. Finally, the modelling of neutralsions interactions at ionospheric heights, which has been thoroughly investigated in the 1960's (Hooke 1968; Nelson 1968; Georges & Hooke 1970) , would need a reinvestigation with modern numerical modelling methods.
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where α, β and γ are integers. The first advantage of the cubed sphere coordinate system is that a regular sampling of the coordinateswhere the sum is over the cells adjacent to the node αβγ ≡ j. So, for each cell c involving the node ρ αβγ , along the ray i, we compute an integral of the form:
with (a k , b k , c k , d k , k = 1, 2, 3) constant terms deduced from eq. (A17) for each node ρ αβγ and each adjacent cell c. This integral presents an analytical solution and is evaluated between l c and l c+1 for each cell adjacent to the grid node αβγ ≡ j. The sum of the integrals involving the node ρ αβγ along the ray i gives the matrix term G ij . This parametrization is much more complex than the first one, even if an analytical solution is obtained for the computation of the matrix term G ij . Its use is justified by two advantages. First, its intrinsic continuity ensures the complete absence of discontinuities in the model, which is useful if ray tracing or amplitude computations must be performed by using this 3-D model. Second, this parametrization produces a kernel matrix G with much more non-zero elements than the first one. By the way performing a natural correlation between the model parameters over one cell size.
This Appendix demonstrates that the cubed sphere coordinate system is able to give analytical estimates of the forward problem of integration of electron density models along straight line rays.
